
発熱者スクリーニング事例

Fever Control at a Prep School
～ Yotsuya Gakuin, Preparatory School ～

Yotsuya Gakuin deploys 20 preparatory schools for 

university entrance examination, and 25 individual 

classrooms from elementary to high school students all 

over Japan.

By class selection ability to each subject and 55 steps 

individualized instruction, 

it achieves “NOT a pass to university where you CAN go, 

but a pass to university where you WANT to go”

■Introduction of Yotsuya Gakuin

■Status of thermography operation
Yotsuya Gakuin introduced thermography which 

allows instantaneous and non-contact body 

temperature measurement in order to enhance   

their flu control management, which is in addition 

to their conventional measure of temperature 

measurement  and hand disinfection of the staff 

and student before entering the school. 

Thermography is placed at all school buildings of 

Yotsuya Gakuin.

Great amount of care has been taken for student 

who are going to take university entrance 

examination

■Profile
Name:  Yotsuya Gakuin

Established: 1974

Address: 1-10, Yotsuya, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Phone: +81 3-3357-8401 

Number of employee: 800

（Excluding part-time teachers）

ＨＰ http://www.yotsuyagakuin.com/ 

■Left：Mr. Nakamura

Right：Mr. Shiraki

They are in charge of operating 

thermography as new flue control

Measuring temperature of a student who 

checks in a self-study room at a 

reception desk.

Fever Screening Example
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No fever from the new flu has been found so far. However, Yotsuya Gakuin’s

action of installing the thermography is welcomed by students as well as their 

parents to give them sense of security during one of their most important time of 

life.

Also, as thermography is compact and light weight which makes it easy to carry, 

temperature screening can be done anywhere. They hosted training camp, 

where they also used the thermography to check each student.

They plan to use thermography continuously even after the new flu is contained, 

to control a seasonal flu.

■Effect after installing thermography！

Measuring surface temperature of a student.Thermography installed in front of reception.

Teachers execute hand disinfection by an 

alcohol placed by the side of PC by which 

they register their attendance.

Notice of hand 

wash before 

entering the school

R550 R450

F50

Fever Screening Example

■Recommended Models

NIPPON AVIONICS CO., LTD.
4475 Ikonobe-cho, Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa 224-0053, Japan

ＴＥＬ：+81-45-930-3596  FAX:+81-45-930-3597

http://www.avio.co.jp/english/

We recommend following models for the fever screening application.

・R550 http://www.infrared.avio.co.jp/en/products/ir-thermo/lineup/r550/index.html

・R450 http://www.infrared.avio.co.jp/en/products/ir-thermo/lineup/r450/index.html

・F50 http://www.infrared.avio.co.jp/en/products/ir-thermo/lineup/f50/index.html

http://www.infrared.avio.co.jp/en/products/ir-thermo/lineup/r550/index.html
http://www.infrared.avio.co.jp/en/products/ir-thermo/lineup/r450/index.html
http://www.infrared.avio.co.jp/en/products/ir-thermo/lineup/f50/index.html

